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To (ill whom, it mmj concern:
Be it known that we, FREDERICK A. BOEDER

and ALFRED SPRINGER, citizens of the United
Hlafes, residing; at Cincinnati, Ohio, have in-

5 rented new and useful Improvements in Tor-
sional-Pivot Balances, of which the following
is a specification.

Our invention relates to that class of bal-
ances in which, as a substitute for " knife-

10 edges" or similar fixed fulcrum-supports, an
elastic body is employed as a fulcrum acting
v -)ou the principle of. molecular displace-
ment—as, for example, a stretched metallic
wire acting torsionally.

15 In ordinary fulcrum-balances it is essential
that the center of gravity be below the center
of oscillation of the beam, in order that the
beam, when deflected from its normal position
of rest, shall return thereto. It is also an ob-

20 vious condition that increase of weight, as in
loading the scale in use, increases the friction
of the fulcrum-supports, and, further, that a
like result attends the multiplication, of le-
vers, which renders such construction of or-

25 diuary fulcrum - balances impracticable for
delicate uses. In the class of scales to which
our invention is applied, however, the beam
is returned to its normal position by the mo-
lecular elasticity of the fulcrum - support.

30 Consequently the center of gravity may be
above the center of oscillation, and the ele-
ment of friction being eliminated, the only
difficulty to be overcome in multiplying the
leverage, while retaining sensitiveness, is the

35 increased resistance to deflection of the beams
from the position of rest; but this difficulty
is within control,while, friction is not, and it
is the object of oar invention to avail ourselves
of these radical differences between the two

,, :> classes of balances and produce balances of
extraordinary sensitiveness and capacity. In
such scales it has been found that a weight or
poise arranged upon a vertical standard oscil-
lating with the beam and opposing an increasing

45 weight by leverage to the increasing resistance
of the elastic fulcrum and terminal pivots conn -
terbalaucessuch resistance and addsesscntially
to the sensitiveness of the balance. This, how-
ever, we do not assert as our joint invention,

50 the same being covered by the application of
Dr. Boeder, now on file, tiled July 10, 1884,
Serial Xo. 137.293; but we find that where a

connected series of levers is employed—as, foe
example, in platform-scales—the weight used
as a poise to elevate t he center of gravity may 55
be applied to each of the levers separately,or
to any one of the series, preferably to the last,
and upon this principle a scale may be con-
structed having extreme delicacy combined
with a magnified range of notation. 60

Our invention then consists in a balanceem-
bodyiug the above-stated principle.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating
our invention, Figure 1 is an elevation of a
simple torsional-pivot scale to which our in- 65
vcntion is applied. Fig. 3 is an elevation of
an ordinary torsional-pivot grocer's scale or
platform-balance to which our invention is ap-
plied by mounting the poise upon a pivoted
standard or pointer connected with the lastle- 70
ver of the series; Fig. 4, a modification of the
foregoing, showing additional levers with the,
poise mounted directly upon the last of the
series; and Fig. ,">, an elevation of a multi-
plied lever-balance for delicate uses, showing 75
the poises applied to each of the beams. Fig.
6 is an end view, and Fig. 7 a plan, of so much
of a balance as is necessary to show a torsion-
pivot. Fig. >s is a perspective viewof so much
of the device as is necessary to illustrate the So
central portion of a scale-bsam, a torsioual
pivot, and pivot-supports.

Referring now to the drawings, A designates
an ordinary scale-beam mounted upon a cen-
tral fulcrum consisting of an elastic body—• 85
such as a stretched metallic wire, p—which
by its torsional resistance opposes -the oscil-
lation of the beam from its normal position of
rest. Now, it is obvious that the resistance in
such case increases uniformly in proportion 90
to the amount of deflection of the beam from
its point of rest, and that with the increased
strength of metal required for pivots of scales
for heavy weights the torsioual resistance is
also increased to a degree impairing the sen- 95
sitiveness of the scale. To overcome this diffi-
culty and render the resistance practically
uniform at any deflected position of the scale-
beam, we attach to the-beam a central verti-
cal standard, E, and provide the same with a ico
weight, c, preferably adjustable; and in order
that the center of gravity may not be lowered
below the center of rotation and the counter-
balancing effect lost by loading the scale-pans
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ill the ordinary use of the scale, we elevate
the points of load-suspension to the line of
the center of gravity of the balance. Sup-
posing the line of the center of gravity to be

5 as represented by the dotted line, Fig. 1, the
ends of the beam or the points of suspension
of the scale-pans are arranged in that line.
This may be done either by bending the beam
upward, as shown in Fig. 1, or by turning up

10 the ends merely.
The same principles apply to multiplied

beam-scales, with the important additional
principle, already referred to, an embodiment
of which is shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

15 In the ordinary platform-scale (shown in
Fig. o) P designates the platform, and L' L'2
primary and secondary supporting - levers,
the connections being torsional pivots p, of
stretched metallic wires, requiring no special

20 description. Jn the case, shown as a matter
ol' convenience of construction, the lever L'2 is
a bell-crank, having a depending arm, S', con-
nected at its lower end by a link on torsional
pivots, with a pivoted standard, Sa, serving

25 the double purpose of a pointer and a stand-
ard for the support of the adjustable poise c.

It is obvious that the effect of the weight
would be precisely the same were the stand-
ard carrying the weight arranged vertically

30 above the center of rotation of and attached
to the beam L2. This construction is shown
in Fig. 4, in which the standard S2, carrying
the poise c, is placed above the center of rota-
tion of a lever L*, connected with If by an

35 intermediate lever, L:!, these three being ar-
ranged parallel to each other, and provided

w i t h sliding weights w. and proportioned to
indicate certain definite relations of weights
upon the platform.

In Fig. 5 the levers L' L2 L:i are arranged in 40
simple consecutive order, connected by links
q on torsional pivots p, and each lever pro-
vided with a poise, c: but any two may be dis-
pensed with and only one, preferably the last,
retained. 45

By the nse of the conuterbalancing-poises
the scale shown in Fig. 5 possesses great deli-
cacy and sensitiveness, yet gives a wide arc
of notation at the lever L*.

We claim as our invention and desire to se- 50
cure by Letters Patent—

1. A beam - balance having its coiitcr of
gravity above the center of rotation, and hav-
ing its load-supports suspended from points
in a l ine with the center of gravity of the bal- 55
mi'1*?. ?!! f"'!'''!."!.'.!''')'.! vitli a -supporting-pi vot
which acts torsionally by molecular displace-
ment, substantially as described.

2. In a balance, a connected system of le-
vers, eacli hung on an elastic torsional pivot, 60
and a counterpoise connected to one only of
the levers, vertically above its pivot, so as to
control the movement of the series, substan-
tially as described.

In testimony whereof we have hereunto set 65
our hands in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

FREDERICK A. ROEDER.
ALFRKI) HI'RIXGER,

Witnesses:
L. M. HOSKA,
(\.


